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Introduction  It is known that a small population of unmelted micrometeorites (MMs) is rich in phyllosilicates.
Such MMs consist of several % of the unmelted MMs [1].  There are two groups of phyllosilicate-rich MMs:
CI-like and CM-like MMs.  However, TEM studies of mineralogy of two CI-like MMs revealed that the MMs
are different from CI chondrites in mineralogy [2, 3].  The matrices of the CI-like MMs are composed mainly of
saponite (~1.0 nm basal spacing), Fe sulfides, and magnetite. However, serpentine that usually coexists with
saponite in CI chondrites was not found in them.  In this study, we investigated mineralogy of another CI-like
MM and a CM-like MM, and compared them with mineralogy of a unique CI chondrite Tagish Lake and a
heavily altered CM chondrite Sayama.
Methods  Bulk mineralogy of these MMs and small fragments of the meteorites were investigated by
synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction method using Gandolfi camera.  Then, MM and meteorite samples were
embedded in epoxy resin and ultramicrotomed for TEM observation. Microstructure, mineralogy, and chemical
compositions of minerals of these samples were obtained by JEOL JEM-2000FX II equipped with EDAX DX4
Energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).  Remainders of embedded  samples were observed and analyzed by
JEOL JSM-5600LV SEM with Oxford ISIS 310 EDS.
Results X-ray analysis  X-ray diffraction analysis of a CI-like MM (Y98M03IB013) shows that the MM is
composed mainly of saponite and magnetite.  Magnesiowüstite also ocuurs with lesser amounts than magnetite.
Reflection of magnetite is broad indicative of fine grain size or variable oxidation state of Fe.  Serpentine and
other hydrous phases except for saponite were not identified.  X-ray diffraction analysis of a CM-like MM
(EURO020) revealed that it bears abundant serpentine.  Reflections of serpentine are sharp indicative of well
crystallinity.  The serpentine has an average basal spacing (0.715 nm) shorter than that of normal serpentine
(0.73 nm) due to exchange of parts of Si4+ by Fe3+ in the tetrahedral layers.  (02l) prism diffraction due to
disordered stacking was also found.  This MM is composed mainly of serpentine and magnetite.  Diffraction
peaks due to tochilinite were not observed.
SEM observation Y98M03IB013 has compact matrix but contains some pores.  Anhydrous silicate grains
such as olivine were not found in this MM.  Small amounts of fine-grained (< 1 µm across) Fe oxide and sulfide
were observed.  EURO020 has also compact matrix.  Relict anhydrous silicates were not found in this MM.  Fe
oxides and sulfides are very rare.  Texture of the matrix of EURO020 is similar but more homogeneous than that
of matrices in heavily altered CM chondrites.
TEM observation TEM observation of Y98M03IB013 displays that the matrix contains abundant bundles of
coarse irregularly shaped phyllosilicates.  There are some aggregates of Fe oxide and sulfide.  Individual grains
are < 50 nm in diameters.  High-resolution TEM imaging of the coarse phyllosilicates reveals that spacing of
basal lattice fringes ranges from 0.95 to 1.05 nm.  The spacing indicates that the coarse phyllosilicates are
saponite.  Mg/(Mg+Fe) atomic ratio of the coarse saponite ranges from 0.69 to 0.54.  Among the bundles of
coarse saponite, there is a small amount of fine-grained material.  High resolution TEM imaging and SAED
show that the crystallinity of the material is very low.  EDS analysis indicates that it contains more Fe than
coarse saponite (Figure 1).  Anhydrous silicates such as olivine were rarely found.  We have already reported
magnesiowüstite (mw) in a CI-like MM Y96CI024 [3].  We found mw-bearing aggregates also in this MM.
EDS analyses shows that Mg/(Mg+Fe) atomic ratio of mw is 0.63-0.64, and that the mw grains contain about 3
wt % MnO.  Chemical compositions of coarse saponite grains in this MM are similar to those in F96CI024
(Figure 1).

TEM observation of EURO020 shows that the matrix is composed of coarse (0.1 to 1 µm across)
phyllosilicate crystals that were embedded in very-fine grained material.  SAED pattern of the coarse-grained
phyllosilicate indicates that it is serpentine (0.70~0.73 nm basal spacing).  EDS analysis of the coarse serpentine
indicates that it is cronstedtite.  Mg/(Mg+Fe) atomic ratio of the cronstedtite ranges from 0.17 to 0.07.  Although
its composition is very similar to that in CM chondrites, cronstedtite does not coexist with tochilinite that
usually coexists with cronstedtite in CM chondrites.  On the other hand, high-resolution TEM imaging, SAED,
and EDS analysis of the very-fine grained material indicate that the crystallinity of it is very low and that it is
much more heterogeneous in Mg/(Mg+Fe) ratios (0.46-0.05) and contains more Si than the coarse cronstedtite
(Figure 1).  Anhydrous silicates such as olivine were not observed in the MM.
Discussion  Comparison of CI-like MMs and Tagish Lake Three CI-like MMs investigated by TEM have
common features: (1) they contain abundant saponite that does not coexist with serpentine, (2) fine-grained (<
200 nm) Fe sulfides are abundant.  These features are different from that of “normal” CI chondrites, which
contain serpentine and saponite [4].  These features and chemical compositions of saponite are very similar to
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those of the matrix of Semarkona LL3.0 chondrite, although it does not contain framboidal and/or plaquette
magnetite [2].  The matrix of an “unusual” CI chondrite Tagish Lake contains saponite with more similar
composition than that of Semarkona [5].  The matrix of Tagish Lake also contains abundant Fe sulfides.
However, there are also some differences in texture and mineralogy between Tagish Lake and the CI-like MMs.
The matrix of Tagish Lake is more porous than those of CI-like MMs, contains a small amount of serpentine,
and is poor in magnetite.  Magnesiowüstite were found from two MMs, Y96CI024 and Y98M03IB013.  Its
occurrence suggests that it is a breakdown product of Mg- and Fe-rich mineral that had been decomposed during
atmospheric entry heating.  Because mw in Y98M03IB013 contains Mn as well as Mg and Fe, a possible
precursor material of mw is probably Mg- and Fe-rich carbonate.  Although magnesite- and siderite-rich
carbonate is absent in “normal” CI chondrites, it is common in Tagish Lake.  Perhaps CI-like MMs were derived
from parent bodies those have affinity with the parent body of Tagish Lake CI chondrite.
Comparison of a CM-like MM and Sayama Abundant coarse cronstedtite in EURO020 does not
coexist with tochilinite.  Coexistence of these minerals is common among weakly to moderately altered CM
chondrites [6].  Therefore, there is no direct relationship between EURO020 and CM chondrites.  The CM-like
MM suffered atmospheric entry heating.  Because tochilinite decomposes at slightly lower temperatures than
cronstedtite, it cannot be ruled out that the absence of tochilinite resulted from the heating [7].  Because the
abundance of Fe oxides and sulfides are lower than those in CM chondrites and anhydrous silicates is very rare
in EURO020, the degree of aqueous alteration of the CM-like MM is comparable with heavily altered CM
chondrites.  In heavily altered CMs, however, Fe-rich serpentine is abundant rather than cronstedtite. Figure 1(b)
clearly shows that both coarse grained- and fine-grained phyllosilicates in a heavily altered CM chondrite
Sayama are more magnesian than those in EURO020 [8].  Therefore, the degree of aqueous alteration of
EURO020 is lower than that in Sayama.
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Figure 1  (Si+Al)-Mg-Fe atomic ratios of phyllosilicates in (a) three CI-
like MMs and Tagish Lake CI chondrite and (b) a CM-like MM and
Sayama CM chondrite.  Data of two CI-like MMs were taken from
Klöck and Staderman (1994) and Noguchi and Nakamura (2000).
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